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Editorial 
 
Its Autumn again already – summer came and went so quickly! Although the rich autumn colours 
always provide my favourite backdrop to a journey through our wonderful canal system. While 
Raymond was languishing in the warmth of dry dock last month Nutfield was out and about 
showing its colours in a recreation of the famous “Jam Ole Run”. In fact, they are not long back 
but you can read the first of the reports of a very successful run in this edition. Congratulations to 
all those involved. 
 
For those who would like to become more actively involved in both boating and events’ activities 
Roger & Diana Golder have very generously stepped up to the task of co-ordinating the FoR 
volunteer force. To this end this please find inside a full itinerary of Raymond & Nutfield’s 
destinations – hopefully this will make it much easier to come out and join in. Very topically, Chris 
M Jones has been busy researching again - this time on boating safety issues - and written us a 
great article centred around some of Nutfield’s minor skirmishes back in its carrying days. 
Hopefully some of our members will still want to join the crew! 
 
This year the Trustees have been very busy on the long-term organisation of the FoR Charity. We 
are now a step closer to being a limited company trading under the famous name of “Blue Line 
Carriers” – read on to find our Chairman’s full report. We also have full accounts of the boats on 
tour this summer and details of the ongoing restoration of both boats.  
 
Finally, I’m going to give Alison Cockerill the closing words. She recently sent us a letter that it 
was such a pleasure to receive I feel honour-bound to reproduce some of it here :- 
 
“...I would also like to say how wonderful it was to see Nutfield looking so resplendent after all the work 
that has taken place. I visited the Linslade Canal Festival this year for the first time, and it was a real joy 
to see her being shown as an equal to Raymond. I realise from talking to the members manning the stand 
that day that Raymond now needs some paintwork touching up, but having known the pair for so long it 
was a real treat to see them looking so good together. 
I can never be a hands-on member, but I do hope the people who are responsible for all the hard work are 
proud of their achievements. Those of us standing back and watching are very grateful for their efforts.” 

 
Many thanks Alison!!                                                                                          Jenny Freeman   

 
 
To Contact Us :- 

Main Address: The Friends of Raymond, c/o 11 Lichfield Road, Cricklewood, London NW2 2RE 

Chairman: Steve Miles – chairman@friendsofraymond.org.uk / 01908 604337 

Secretary: Robin Bishop – secretary@friendsofraymond.org.uk 

Treasurer/Membership: Marty Seymour -  treasurer@friendsofraymond.org.uk 

 

WEBSITE  -  http://www.friendsofraymond.org.uk 
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 NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
 

The Annual General Meeting of the Friends of Raymond 
Will take place on Sunday January 27th at 2.00 pm 

In the Executive Suite at Braunston Marina 
 

Any items for the agenda should be notified to the secretary at least two weeks 
beforehand 

 
AGENDA 
 
1. Apologies for absence 
 
2. Minutes of the last meeting 
 
3. Matters Arising and Outstanding 
 
4. Chairman’s Report 
 
5. Boat Maintenance (docking / surveys)  
   
6. Fundraising / Income etc. 
 
7. Newsletter  
 
8. Shows and Crewing for 2013 
 
9. Membership Report 
   
10. Treasurer’s Report 
 
11. Charitable Status - change of 
 
12. Any other business 
 
13. Dates of Future Meetings 
 
 
 

 
Grateful thanks to our Patron and Sponsors for their support 
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TREASURER’S REPORT 
  
I am very pleased to report that the record takings we enjoyed in May and June have continued 
throughout the events season. When IWA Northampton discovered they were unable to hold their 
postponed event at all, we were fortunate to be invited to attend a gathering of working boats at 
Alvecote on the Coventry canal – a new one for us. While the summer of 2012 will not be 
remembered for its wonderful sunshine, fortunately all our shows happened on days with 
acceptable, and sometimes lovely, weather. Thanks must go to everyone who helped move the 
boats and manned them during the various events. 
  
Since my last report, the £1,000 grant from National Historic Ships has arrived safely – many 
thanks to them – and IWA Northampton have given us a welcome donation. 2012 is going to be 
one of our best years ever for income – but also one of our most expensive, with Nutfield’s cabin 
repairs/repaint and now some attention to Raymond. 
  
Many of you are signed up for Gift Aid, which allows us to reclaim from HMRC the basic rate tax 
which you paid on your donations to us. Every so often, HMRC changes the rules of the scheme, 
and we are now required to state that Gift Aid only applies to Income Tax and Capital Gains Tax; 
other taxes such as VAT and Council Tax do not qualify. We also have to tell you that it is your 
responsibility to check that you will pay an amount of Income Tax or Capital Gains Tax that 
covers the whole amount that all Charities and Community Amateur Sports Clubs you donate to 
will reclaim for each tax year. With a reclaim rate of 25p for each £1 donated, this means that, for 
each £100 you pay in basic rate tax, you can donate a total of £400 to all the qualifying 
organisations you choose to support. If you need further advice or have a question, please feel 
free to contact me. 

 
Marty Seymour  

  
 
 
 
MEMBERSHIP REPORT 
  
Membership is currently at 80, of which 15 are for a couple. It is encouraging to see the total 
steadily increasing. A very warm welcome to all our new members. Grateful thanks to everyone 
who has continued for another year and a gentle reminder to any outstanding October renewers 
who received a letter from me recently.  
  
Many of you have now told us that you will change to an electronic newsletter. Doing this helps us 
by saving money on printing and postage, and also means you get your newsletter more quickly. 
If you have yet to decide, please do let me know as I am aiming to have a complete list of all 
members’ choices by the end of this year. 

 
Marty Seymour 

 
 
 
Cover Photos by Steve Miles 
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BLUE LINE IS BACK IN BUSINESS! 
 
In recent years, the trustees have become aware that there are anomalies in the legal 
situation of the charity, largely resulting from the way in which it was incorporated back 
in 1996. Principally, there were two factors that asked to be addressed :- 
 

• One was that the trustees would be financially liable for any shortfalls 
should FoR end up in a dire financial position, whatever the cause – not 
that that seems at all likely to happen! But it was something that we felt 
should be guarded against.  
 

• The other was to give the membership a more formal status and thereby a 
more positive role within the organisation. 

 
Upon advice from the Charity Commissioners, the suggestion was put forward that we 
should become a company limited by guarantee with the trustees (or directors as they 
would become) having only small financial liability. The Charity Commissioners would 
then be asked to grant the Ltd Company charitable status, after which FoR’s assets 
could be transferred to the company. The obvious name would be Blue Line but it was 
thought that the name was currently still registered to Ivor Batchelor, one of the original 
trustees. But a question to Companies House revealed that in fact that registration had 
lapsed... 
 
To cut a long story short, Blue Line Canal Carriers Ltd was reincorporated on 16th 
October 2012. The directors are the current trustees of the Friends of Raymond, so the 
Blue Line name is now in effect the property of the trust. However, we still have to 
achieve the charitable status – but that will be tackled over the next little while, and 
once achieved, our formal position will become much clearer. The articles of 
incorporation of the company were specifically drawn up in such a way as to make this 
a simple procedure, and also to allow us to continue with as little change to the way we 
go about the trust’s business as possible. 
 
The intention is that ‘the Friends of Raymond’ will become a part of the limited 
company, a kind of operating title, so to all intents and purposes, little will actually 
change. You will continue to be members of FoR (at least I hope you will!). 
 

Steve Miles 
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BOATING 2013 
  
I expect you’ll remember the bit I wrote in the last newsletter about changes in our 
volunteering procedures for next year? If not, please dig it out and refresh your 
memory! 
 
From the beginning of next year, Roger and Diana Golder will be coordinating our 
volunteers, both with the moving of the boats and for the events we attend. They will 
be sending out lists of the dates to everyone who has offered their services for either 
or both – there is a preliminary list in this newsletter, in fact. Just so you can be 
thinking ahead... 
 
And when the boats are moving next year, they will do so to a pre-ordained schedule. 
These will be worked out so that the days involved are not too long or arduous, as we 
have been doing in the past – but now the details will be publicised in advance, on our 
website and hopefully in the waterways press. The intention is to raise public 
awareness of the Friends of Raymond by telling people where they might be able to 
see the boats, tied up at night or on the move. I don’t expect a huge response – but 
any publicity we gain has to be good for the charity. But this is only going to work if the 
skippers and crews play the game! With a published schedule, it has to be adhered to, 
unless force majeure prevails. (that means if it can’t be helped). 
 
We gained a lot of useful publicity and much favourable comment as the Nutfield took 
part in this year’s Jam ’Ole Trip, a few weeks ago. If we can repeat that each time we 
go out, it can only do our profile (and our coffers) a lot of good. And we should have a 
freshly-repainted butty to go with our smart motor by next spring too... 
 
So if your name is on our volunteers list, we look forward to making use of your 
services! If not, keep an eye on the website and come along to see us – have a chat 
once the boats are tied up, or give us a wave as we pass by! 
 

Steve Miles 
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VOLUNTEERING IN 2013 
 

As you will have gathered from his article, we are taking over the 
organising/coordinating of volunteers from Steve Miles for the many events that the 
Friends of Raymond are involved in. We are hoping that the same wonderful people 
who have helped move the boats to the various events, man the sales stand and do 
“show rounds” in the past will continue to do so and that we will be able to find more 
willing volunteers. This year’s volunteers have been fantastic, raising more money, 
with two less shows, than in previous years. 
 
We anticipate that you will be buying your new diaries very soon so are giving the list 
of events that FoR is likely to be attending for you to make a note of, although not all 
dates have been confirmed yet. 
 
March 23/24th      Braunston BCBM                          Sales stand and show rounds 
 May 2/3rd               Braunston to Northampton              boat moving crew 
May 4/5/6th          Northampton Rally                        Sales stand and show rounds 
 May 6/7th               Northampton to Cosgrove               boat moving crew 
 May 15/16/17th      Cosgrove to Rickmansworth           boat moving crew 
May 18/19th         Rickmansworth Rally                    Sales stand and show rounds 
 May20-24th            Rickmansworth to Crick                   boat moving crew 
May 25/26/27th     Crick Boat Show                           Sales stand and show rounds 
 May/June ??         Crick to Stoke Bruerne                   boat moving crew 
June 8/9th            Stoke Bruerne Gala                     Sales stand and show rounds 
 June 10th               Stoke Bruerne to Braunston          boat moving crew 
June 29/30th         Braunston H.B.S                         Sales stand and show rounds 
 July 18/19th             Braunston to Cosgrove                boat moving crew 
July 20/21st          Cosgrove – Buckingham C.S.   Sales stand and show rounds 
 July 26th                Cosgrove to Linslade                    boat moving crew 
July 27th               Linslade Festival                         Sales stand and show rounds 
 July 28/29th           Linslade to Blisworth                     boat moving crew 
August 10/11th    Blisworth Festival                        Sales stand and show rounds 
 August 12th          Blisworth to Braunston                   boat moving crew 
 
Perhaps these are enough details for the moment!! However there are also plans for 
Alvecote (Aug 24/25th), Huddlesford (Sept 21/22nd), Stoke Bruerne Village at War 
(Sept 28/29th) and, most important Docking weekend (Oct 4-7th) 
 
In the New Year we will contact people who have volunteered in the past in the hope 
that they will be able to “sign up” for some (if not all) of the events. 
 

Roger & Diana Golder 
 
And in case you’d like even more volunteering opportunities, just turn the 
page!!!!!. 
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LUMBERJACKS REQUIRED... 
 

With the change to the Canals & Rivers Trust this year, the new owners of our canals are looking 
to make much more use of volunteer labour for maintenance and similar work. It has been 
suggested (by a member of the CRT board that I happen to know) that maybe FoR would be 
interested in making a contribution in this way, by organising a work-party to tackle an area of 
vegetation overgrowth in our area. 
 
This could entail a group of us cutting back excessive bushes and trees where they overhang the 
canal, probably on the towpath side but possibly on the offside as CRT could lend us a floating 
platform from which to work. We would probably use the Nutfield to collect the cut material and 
deliver it to the yard above Buckby Locks for disposal – the area we might tackle could be on the 
Braunston Summit, or in Brockhall Spinneys below Buckby, where there is a lot of hazardous 
vegetation. 
  
Before deciding upon any such offer to CRT, I felt it was important to raise the idea with you all, 
and see how many people might be keen to get involved with such an initiative. CRT will provide 
suitable protective gear, and loppers/bowsaws etc, and of course they carry suitable insurance in 
case anyone cuts their own toes off... So if you think this is a good idea, please let me know! We 
could think about a weekend in the early spring as a possibility, if enough of you offer your 
support. If you are interested, please let me know as soon as possible, so I can contact CRT and 
discuss what we can do for them: 01908-604337 or mailto:chairman@friendsofraymond.org.uk 
  
I know there is a lot of cynicism out there about our new ‘landlords’, but I do think we need to give 
them every opportunity. To offer my own bit of cynicism, they can hardly do a worse job than BW 
did in the past! There is a massive backlog of maintenance work needed, and if groups such as 
us all do just a small part of it, maybe our canals really can improve as times go by. 
 

WE NEED YOUR HELP! 
 

The Friends of Raymond is largely run by a small group of us, who take care of all the various 
jobs that go with owning, operating, restoring and maintaining a pair of old boats, not to mention 
arranging the trips and events we get involved with every year. I’ve found that too many of these 
jobs have managed to devolve onto my shoulders over the last few years, and now I am looking 
for eager and willing (?) people to take some of them over. There are two jobs on offer: 
 
EVENT CO-ORDINATOR 
Sounds grand, but what it really means is someone who will communicate with the organisers of 
the various events we want to attend, and arrange things. Much of our annual schedule is 
unchanged from year to year, so this is really quite a simple matter, just requiring a few emails or 
phone calls to known contacts, maybe filling in a form – the decision about any new events, or 
any changes to what we do, is taken by the trustees, so what we need is just someone to follow 
up and handle the communication. And of course I will be available to offer support and advice, at 
least to begin with. 
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RESTORATION & MAINTENANCE CO-ORDINATOR 
Sounds even grander, I suppose! What I have in mind is a sort of project manager, someone who 
will again respond to the decisions and needs of the trustees regarding maintenance work on the 
boats, someone who can deal with actually organising getting the engine serviced, dealing with 
routine maintenance and any issues that arise. You will know that we have put in a lot of 
restoration work on both over the last couple of years, so there is not a lot to be done now on that 
front. Again most of the ‘providers’ are known people or companies, so it’s largely a matter of 
communication. I will continue with the present works on Raymond, which should be completed in 
the spring, but it would be good to have someone to take over the routine work sooner rather than 
later. 
 
Neither of these is what I would regard as particularly onerous jobs in themselves, but to be frank 
dealing with them on top of all that goes with being the chairman of this charity is getting to be too 
much for me. I have, for personal reasons, considered resigning altogether, but upon reflection 
would rather ease my situation by handing over some of the work and continue ‘at the helm’. If 
anyone out there thinks they might be able to take on one of these jobs, get in touch and we can 
talk about it – my phone number is 01908-604337, or email chairman@friendsofraymond.org.uk 
  
Thanks!                                                                           Steve Miles 

          
 

THE JAM ’OLE TRIP 2012 
 
Since 1995, there have been occasional ‘re-enactments’ of the coal delivery to Kearley & Tonge’s 
jam factory at Southall, Middlesex, which was our boats’, and indeed the canals’, last long-
distance carrying contract. This year, another was planned by our patron, Tim Coghlan, but 
nearly foundered upon a lack of interest from other boat operators – at the last minute, we 
decided to ‘hang the lot of ’em’ and go anyway, largely because it is the fiftieth anniversary of the 
formation of Blue Line Canal Carriers Ltd and we wanted to mark that significant date. 
 
We changed the format slightly, cutting out the dash to Atherstone of previous re-runs. Three 
boats left Braunston on Saturday October 13th – our Nutfield, Trevor Maggs’ Corona, and a 
Braunston hire boat with Tim and his crew aboard. They arrived at Bulls Bridge, Southall, on the 
Tuesday afternoon – not exactly to the ‘original’ schedule, which would have seen the Brays and 
the other crews do Braunston – Atherstone – Southall – Braunston within the week, one way with 
fifty tons of coal aboard! But then the cut is not what it was – shallow, overgrown and clogged up 
with ‘continuous moorers’ all along the towpaths. 
 
Nutfield was captained by Nick Scarcliffe – his on-board crew was Duncan Oxley, and various 
others turned out along the way to lock-wheel for them. Raymond, in case you are wondering, 
was at Tess Wharf at the time, undergoing some timely renovation by.Pete Boyce of Phobox Ltd. 
Corona was as ever single-handed by Trevor – an astonishing feat for a man of seventy-nine 
years old! On the return, Nutfield stopped off at Wyvern Shipping in Linslade, where James 
Griffin’s men put an extra coat of varnish over the new paintwork on the cabin roof.                   
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It is hoped that we will indulge in further such re-enactments in the future – my personal hope is 
that one day we will manage to do it ‘properly’, with a decent load on the boats! All we need is a 
friendly coal merchant in Southall who’d like to have a load delivered by boat... 

         
  Steve Miles 

 
 

NUTFIELD AND RAYMOND ON TOUR 
 

This report follows on from the one given in the previous newsletter which covered the 
events that the boats attended earlier in the year. 
 
The first event to mention took place over the weekend of 21st-22nd July when we attended the 
Buckingham Canal Society Lock Ransom at Cosgrove. We left Braunston Marina on Thursday 
19th July to travel south to Cosgrove. The crew on this journey were Steve Miles, Neil Hankin, 
Robin Bishop and Nick Scarcliffe. We had our usual mooring spot a short distance along from 
below the lock. The boats stayed at Cosgrove for a few days afterwards. 
 
On Friday 27th July the boats were moved onwards from Cosgrove to Linslade to attend the canal 
festival there on the Saturday. Merv Brookes, Robin Bishop, Nick Scarcliffe, Jeremy Cooper, 
Jenny Freeman and Mike Bowley were the crew. On the Sunday the boats headed back towards 
Blisworth, arriving on Monday 30th July ready for Blisworth Canal Festival on 11th-12th August 
crewed by Nick Scarcliffe, Robin Bishop, Merv Brookes, Jeremy Cooper and Mike Bowley. 
 
I returned to the boats on Friday 10th to get them ready for the Festival. The event was again well 
organised and well advertised – including on their own website - and fully supported by all groups 
in the village, with many activities taking place in various locations. There was a good number of 
both trading & private boats moored along the towpath.; boat trips started out from two points. 
Once again we were blessed with good weather and everyone enjoyed themselves. 
 
Following on from this event our boats were then moved back “home” to Braunston Marina on the 
Monday – Richard Scarff, Robin Bishop, Jeremy Cooper, Mike Bowley and Alan Mills were the 
crew this time around. 
 
The next event attended was the Alvecote Historic Boat Gathering at Alvecote Marina on the 
Coventry Canal on 25th-26th August. The crew this time were Steve Miles, Neil Hankin and Robin 
Bishop. We left Braunston Marina on Thursday 23rd and made it to Hartshill by the end of the day. 
Alan & Jan Andrews, Chris Daniels and Chloe met us at Atherstone top lock the next morning to 
assist us down the flight. Later on the flight we were joined by Chris M Jones. We arrived at 
Alvecote later that afternoon and were shown to our mooring location. There was a good number 
of boats in attendance and several of the boaters referred to this event as being a “Mini 
Braunston”. 
 
The previous crew on this journey were joined by the two Chris Jones’s, Thomas Jones and Jake 
for part of the return trip as far as Hawkesbury – which we reached on Monday. We made it back 
to Braunston on Tuesday. 
 
The final event of the year that we attended was the Stoke Bruerne “Village at War” weekend on 
29th-30th September. The boats left Braunston Marina on Friday 28th September. The crew on this 
journey were Steve Miles, Nick Scarcliffe, Jeremy Cooper, Caroline Prior and Norman Prior. 
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The main attraction for many at this event was the aerial display put on by a Spitfire and 
Hurricane aircraft from the Battle of Britain Display Team on the Saturday. They made several 
low level passes over the site and put on a fantastic show. 
 
Early in the morning on Monday following the Stoke Bruerne event the journey started to move 
our boats back “home” to Braunston Marina. Steve Miles, Neil Hankin, Mike Bowley, Alan Mills 
and John were the crew on this final event journey of the year. 
 
The Sales Counter was set up at all these events and operated from inside Raymond and her 
back cabin was open for people to come on board to see inside. Our previous luck of good 
takings continued for nearly all of the events that we have attended this year. 

Robin Bishop 
 
 
 
And here’s another perspective on our Blue Line status :- 

BETTER LATE THAN NEVER 

From time to time the past and the present seem to meet. Since arriving in Milton Keynes I have 
spent several years living in Wolverton, although not continuously and not at the same address; 
one day something sparked a memory from several years earlier. In the early sixties I had started 
to work in London and one Friday I was on a train returning to Birmingham for a family visit. 
Treating myself to a pot of tea in the buffet the attendant had just offered me a refill when he 
braced himself against another seat and the carriage swayed from side to side. “How did you 
know that was going to happen” I asked him. “ That’s Wolverton” was his reply. 

Since becoming involved with The Friends of Raymond I have had similar recalls of Raymond 
and Blue Line. I have already related seeing a pair working up Braunston Flight in the late Sixties. 
Heading south on the Grand Union in the Summer of 1970 I passed a pair of empty Blue Line 
boats heading north with a well proportion lady, with a big smile, steering the butty - almost 
certainly Rose Bray. At another time I was driving and crossing the Northern Oxford and saw a 
motor and butty rounding a difficult bend. Last but not least on one occasion the boaters had to 
sound their horn to stop me closing the gates as they were approaching the locks. 

Getting acquainted with the organisation and the present economic climate there were two factors 
that asked to be addressed. One was that the trustees would be financially liable for any financial 
shortfalls should FoR end up in a dire financial position, whatever the cause. The other was to 
give the membership a more positive role within the organisation.  

The suggestion was put forward that we should become a company limited by guarantee with the 
trustees (or directors as they would become), having only small financial liability. The Charity 
Commissioners would then be asked to grant the Ltd Co Charitable Status, after which FoR 
assets could be transferred to the company. Raymond was built for Samuel Barlow`s company 
but this name is not available as the company name is still retained by the firm that eventually 
bought out the Samuel Barlow road haulage business. Therefore the obvious name would be 
Blue Line Canal Carriers Ltd, but it was initially thought that the name was currently being used 
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by Ivor Batchelor, one of the original trustees. Research showed that the name had become 
available. To cut a long story short, Blue line Canal Carriers Ltd was reincorporated on 16th 
October 2012. The directors are the current trustees of Friends of Raymond . We had hoped to 
achieve this for the Historic Working Boat Rally in June, which was marking the 50th anniversary 
of the formation of the original Blue Line. We have done it and in the right year at least. However 
we still have to achieve the charitable status. There are choices to be made here as the charity 
commissioners are introducing a new category – Charitable Incorporated Organisation – which 
will be available before too long. This CIO will be easier to achieve than straight Charity. 

The articles of incorporation of Blue Line have a flexible interpretation and it will be possible to 
incorporate “ Friends of Raymond” within Blue line. If you think this sounds complicated you 
should have tried working this lot out.!!!! 

You might ask how there is a pub called The Samuel Barlow as the company name is 
unavailable. It has nothing to do with the canal company and would have been unlikely to happen 
as the Barlow Family were Methodists and therefore teetotal. 

Mike Freeman              !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 
 

DON’T LOSE TOUCH! 
 
I’m sure you all recall my pieces in the recent newsletters about our change to sending them out 
by email? I hate to belabour the point, but I would hate anyone out there to lose touch with us 
because you’re not getting our newsletters – and this is the last one you will get if you can’t or 
don’t want to have yours ‘by wire’, and haven’t told us that! 
 
So please check – if you still want to get your newsletter through the post, have you told us? If 
you are happy to have your newsletter over the internet, have we got your current email address? 
We’d rather have you get in touch and make sure we have the right details, even if it might not be 
necessary – better safe than sorry! If you are in any doubt, please call us or write, or email to 
membership@friendsofraymond.org.uk 

Steve Miles 
 
 
 

 
THE HISTORY OF KEARLEY AND TONGE 

 
Barbara Ripley, a former Chairman of FoR and Honorary Member, is currently writing 
a history of K&T and would love to hear from anyone who had any connection with 
them This can be either directly or through their family. If you have any 
stories/information please contact her at the following address :- 
 

kandthistory@hotmail.co.uk 
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SAFETY FIRST 
 

 
Safety aboard boats has always been an important factor to consider. All it takes is a wet gang 
plank, an unstable surface one is about to step on to, or a lapse of concentration; and there is a 
potential for a bruise, a cut or something much worse. Its not just the boats but the canal 
environment too, in particular when working locks. This is even more important when working 
NUTFIELD and RAYMOND, as crew members have relatively limited experience, and when one 
considers the typical age of F.O.R. members, me included, extra care is needed. 
 
But if inexperienced boaters have the potential for injury, so have experienced boaters of times 
past. On the 17th August 1953 at 10.30 a.m., Violet Smith, wife of T. Smith boatman of motorboat 
NUTFIELD No.157, was involved in an accident at Hillmorton middle lock. The Docks and Inland 
Waterways Executive’s maintenance inspector at Hillmorton, N. D. Everett reported: 
 
“The accident happened as the boat was coming out of the middle lock at Hillmorton, Mrs. Smith 
was pushing the boat off the bank with a shaft when the shaft broke and let her fall into the 
bottom of the boat cutting her left leg just below the knee. I arranged for Mrs. Smith to visit the 
Hospital of St. Cross at Rugby where six stitches were inserted.” 
 
She had started work at 5 a.m. that morning so had been working over 5 hours before she started 
shafting the butty out of the middle lock. 
 
Its worth noting that the Hillmorton inspector said she was an employee of Docks and Inland 
Waterways Executive, but Mr. Brookhouse, his administrative officer pointed out that only the 
captains are employees and that the male or female mates, steerers wives, etc., are not officially 
in the Executive’s employ. 
 
A different steerer of NUTFIELD was involved in another accident at Hillmorton middle lock three 
years later. On the 6th of January 1956 boatman A. Beard was negotiating Hillmorton locks 
loaded, when he too sustained an injury. N. D. Everett again reported: 
 
“The accident occurred at the towpath side lock of the middle locks, whilst winding up a top 
paddle, when the paddle was partially raised Beard noticed that the bottom gates had swung 
open, he attempted to wind down the top paddle which apparently stuck, he exerted pressure to 
the windlass and the paddle suddenly freed itself and the windlass swung round and  
caugth (caught) Beard between the thumb and index finger of the right hand. The accident 
happened at about 1-15 p.m. today the 6th instant. 
 
The abrasion was washed and dressed at Hillmorton Depot before Beard proceeded to 
Braunston, he has been told to seek medical attention if he should feel any further ill effects.” 
 
Fortunately for us these two examples survive in the records and give us just a little more of 
NUTFIELD’s history, and an insight into an aspect of carrying history that is hardly ever reported. 
 
                     
 

 ©Christopher M. Jones 12.10.2012 
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MORE PROGRESS WITH THE MOTOR ! 
 
Since my report in the last newsletter, we’ve managed a bit more towards the ongoing 
restoration of the Nutfield. You’ll recall that we’d had the cabin and engine-hole 
restored and the entire boat repainted – indeed, I hope that many of you will have 
been able to see the result for yourselves in the course of the year. 
 
It was on the way back from the Rickmansworth Festival that I was sitting in the back 
cabin with a mug of coffee and a sandwich. I got to looking around me – and began to 
think about the task of refurbishing the fit-out. And the more I looked, the more I saw 
that it could be quite a simple job! We have been very lucky with our motor boat – 
despite passing through a number of different hands since 1970, despite having a 
passenger-boat conversion fitted and then removed, the interior of the cabin has 
hardly been touched! So what we still had six months ago was pretty much what Blue 
Line fitted there back in 1968. 
 
Some of the wooden panels had been altered – a slot cut out where a car radio had 
been fitted in one, another where a cupboard had been ‘opened up’ – and others had 
been damaged. There was evidence of a small fire in the soap-holes (!) and large 
parts of the side-bed top panels were rotting where they ran below the (previously 
leaky) gunwale. And the top of the bench where the stove sits was missing, its 
structure decidedly shaky. But it seemed to me that all that was needed was for the 
damaged or altered panels, all of them of simple plywood, to be replaced. 
 
And I’m pleased to say that over this summer, that has been done! Piece by piece, the 
cabin has been partially dismantled and every faulty section replaced with new marine 
ply. The sidebed now has a good solid surface; the stove bench has been completely 
rebuilt; the cupboard above the cross-bed now has its proper front panel and doors 
back in place – fortunately, the doors turned up, stored in the loft at Braunston! Both 
panels at the stern end of the cabin have been replaced, right and left of the doors.  
 
And while Raymond was on the dock in early October, Pete Copeland spent two days 
getting high on the fumes while he regrained all of this new timber! The paint job is yet 
to be finished as I write, but our back cabin now looks very much the way it did forty-
plus years ago – I’d like to think that Ernie Kendall would feel at home! 
 
Also during the docking weekend, the inside of the hold was repainted – it may be less 
apparent than the exterior paintwork, but having a clean hold, resplendent in red oxide, 
goes a long way towards giving a good visual impression when the boat is out and 
about. My thanks go to those involved, and also to all of those, members and 
otherwise, who have taken the trouble to compliment us on the appearance of the 
Nutfield after the major work that has been done. 
!
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Rot and repairs in Raymond hatches area October 2012 
 

These pictures taken by Pete Boyce show some of the work he has been undertaking 
!
!
!
!
!!!!!! 
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           Rot in cross beam & top plank port side                   Resin & oak repair on port side 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
                Resin & oak repair in starboard side           Rot in support piece under cant, port side 
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! AND WITH THE BUTTY 
 
Early October is our regular docking date, and 2012 was Raymond’s turn to take  
advantage of the generosity of our landlords! And I expect you’ll remember from the 
last newsletter that the trustees had decided that the time had come to take a long 
hard look at our butty, twelve years on from its rebuild in the hands of Phil Babb. Phil 
did an amazing job, in effect creating a new boat from the ashes (or the rot?) of the old 
– but some mistakes were made, and after twelve years of exposure to the elements 
time was taking its toll. In particular, we were aware that many of the timbers were 
beginning to suffer under the paintwork around the stern and fore-end of the boat, and 
that work was needed inside the cabin. 
 
So, over the weekend of October 5-7th, with Raymond on the dry dock in Braunston, 
our main purpose was to strip off all of the old paint around both ends of the hull and 
the massive rudder to expose what lay beneath. Thanks largely to a superb turn-out of 
our volunteers, that work went much more quickly than I could have hoped – by the 
end of Friday, all of the timber was uncovered. Thanks to the use of hot-air paint 
strippers, all of them loaned by members, what we laid bare was also pretty dry by the 
time we’d finished – essential if we were to achieve any kind of long-term result. I’m 
delighted to say that what we found was less horrible than I had expected! Although 
there was rot along most of the seams between the timbers, it proved to be of minimal 
depth and easily scraped away, leaving sound, dry wood underneath. The only really 
bad areas were along the top bend on the left of the fore-end above the top guard, and 
a smaller section just above the top guard at the stern on the same side. Apart from 
those two areas, just a skim of epoxy filler was enough to restore the smooth 
appearance of the woodwork. Two good coats of epoxy primer were applied over the 
Saturday and the Sunday to all the exposed timber, ready for repainting. 
 
A great deal of other work was done as well! The hull seams were all inspected, and a 
lot of suspect caulking raked out, re-hardened, and new oakum added where 
necessary. Resealed with Sikaflex, a modern flexible sealer recommended by our 
surveyor Barrie Morse, a fresh coat of coal-tar-based black varnish now protects the 
hull for another year or so. The wobbly T-stud on the stern now wobbles no more – 
thanks to Ray Robinson who performed amazing contortions, squeezing himself into 
the tiny stern locker to remove it and add a new spacer to pull it properly tight. And a 
lot of routine maintenance was achieved too – the top planks and beams all repainted 
once more and other minor issues addressed. 
 
As I said above, we had an amazing turn-out of volunteers over the weekend – 
nineteen different people came and got stuck in over the three days! Very good, 
considering that our total membership is only around 75 or so. My thanks go to all of 
them: In no particular order – Robin Bishop, Richard Scarff, Roger and Diana Golder, 
Alan Mills, Ray Robinson, Graham Swallow, Mike Freeman, Melvyn Forman, Duncan 
Oxley, Nick Scarcliffe, Pete Copeland, Chris (R) Jones, Chris (M) Jones. A special 
thank-you too to 14-year-old Tom Jones, with apologies to his mother for sending him 
home rather (!) grubby. No such apology though to 12-year-old Chloe’s mum, Caroline 
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– it was mum who brought her along! But a real thank-you to them both, for their help 
and their humour, considering that they aren’t even members! 
 
You will know, I am sure, that the cabin was rebuilt externally back in 2006 after 
problems arose with its outer skin. That rebuild has held up very well ever since, 
largely we believe because of the use of the same two-pack epoxy primer over the dry 
wood which has allowed the gloss finishes to remain in superb order after the repaint 
in 2007. So we had no worries about the cabin itself, and in fact we intend to retain the 
existing paintwork of the cabin sides despite all of the work that is now in hand. But 
inside, we do have a number of problems, some of them remaining from the original 
leaky cabin, others the result of rainwater (!) seeping in through the hull seams each 
side of the stern. With Pete Boyce of Phobox Ltd, I inspected the cabin a while ago, 
and he has agreed to tackle these problems for us – you will remember that he did the 
excellent work on Nutfield’s cabin at the beginning of the year. So once off the dock on 
the Monday, we took Raymond along to Tess Wharf, by Braunston Turn, ready for him 
to set about the necessary work. 
 
With the cabin now (hopefully) completely weatherproof, the rotten bed-boards and 
shearing inside the bed-hole will be stripped out and replaced, as will a lot of the 
shearing below the sidebed. The floorboards, which have been a real problem ever 
since the rebuild in 2000, will be replaced also, and Pete is going to install a stank, like 
a below-floor bulkhead, in front of the cabin to stop rainwater running back under the 
floor from the hold in future. I mentioned mistakes in the rebuild earlier – perhaps the 
most serious was that the floor was installed at too low a level. Instead of being above 
the keelson, with an air-gap between, the boards were laid level with its top surface; 
this does allow more headroom in the cabin, but it also means that it has been 
impossible to keep them dry, with the result that they have rotted and had to be 
replaced before. The hope is that these new measures will stop the rot (literally!) for 
the future. 
 
Pete is also going to replace the rear wall and cupboard in the stern well, which has 
been rotting quietly for a long time, as well as the cross-cant above, and a few rotten 
boards in the front wall of the cabin which we uncovered during the docking; he’s going 
to make one new beam for the hold too, and replace the broken mast-beam bracket. 
Oh, and you remember the dodgy bits I mentioned in the stern and fore-end? He’s 
going to insert new wood there for us, too. 
 
And then? Well, we’ve decided to go for a professional repaint for our butty too – 
James Griffin and his lads at Wyvern Shipping did such a superb job for us on the 
Nutfield that we have asked them for a repeat performance! We have enough paint 
already, supplied by Craftmaster, so the Raymond will go to Linslade in the spring, 
once their winter work on the hire fleet is all done. So if all goes to plan, by next 
summer we will have two boats returned to the kind of appearance and standard that 
would make Arthur Bray proud! 

Steve Miles 
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The Restoration Crew At Work 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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